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Method and device for stimulating myelinated and unmyelinated small diameter

vagal neurons

The present invention concerns a method for stimulating vagal neurons to trigger

action potentials on small diameter myelinated A3 fibers and unmyelinated C fibers.

The vagus nerve is primarily an afferent nerve since the majority of its axons

projects from the periphery towards the brain (Grundy, D. "Neuroanatomy of visceral

nociception: vagal and splanchnic afferent." Gut, 57(Supplement 1) , 2- 5.

doi:1 0.1 136/gut.51 .suppl_1 .i2, 2002). At the abdominal level, these afferent axons include

either myelinated A3 fibers or unmyelinated C fibers. On the contrary, at the cervical level,

Αβ or B type fibers have been described (Duclaux, R., Mei, N., & Ranieri, F. "Conduction

velocity along the afferent vagal dendrites: a new type of fibre." The Journal of Physiology,

260(2), 487-495, 1976).

Electrical vagal nerve stimulation has been used either at the cervical and

abdominal level as a potential cure for eating disorders and mainly obesity (McClelland,

J., Bozhilova, N., Campbell, I., & Schmidt, U. "A systematic review of the effects of

neuromodulation on eating and body weight: evidence from human and animal studies."

European Eating Disorders Review : the Journal of the Eating Disorders Association,

21(6), 436-455. doi:10.1002/erv.2256, 201 3). However, this meta-analysis shows that

only limited voltage/intensity was used during chronic stimulation: the maximum intensity

being no more than 2.5 mA. This intensity converts into a tension of 2,5 Volts for average

impedance of the electrode close to the vagus around 1 kOhm. Theses values while

protecting the nerve against potentials occurring within the water window (Merrill, D. R.

"The Electrochemistry of Charge Injection at the Electrode/Tissue Interface." In

Implantable Neural Prostheses 2 (pp. 85-1 38). New York, NY: Springer New York.

doi:1 0.1 007/978-0-387-981 20-8_4, 201 0), they are well below the threshold to activate C

fibers or small diameter A3 fibers (Duclaux et al., 1976), (Chen, S. L , Wu, X. Y., Cao, Z.

J., Fan, J., Wang, M., Owyang, C , & Li, Y. "Subdiaphragmatic vagal afferent nerves

modulate visceral pain." AJP: Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology, 294(6), G1441-

G1449. doi:1 0 . 152/ajpgi. 00588.2007, 2008). As a consequence, while a significant

amount of the vagus is likely to be activated during unilateral cervical stimulation such as

the one proposed for epilepsy therapy, it is quite likely that only an extremely small

fraction of vagal neurons were involved during bilateral subdiaphragmatic stimulation.

Nevertheless, a careful review of the bibliography in animal models of chronic vagal

stimulation demonstrates that weight loss and/or reduced food intake did exist only when

abdominal vagal trunks were stimulated. Experiments reported by Gil et al (201 1) and



Banni et al (201 2) in the rat were enable to exemplify a significative effect over the entire

duration of the test period. This contrasted with Matyja et al (2004), Sobocki et al (2006),

Biraben et al (2008) and Val-Laillet et al (201 1) who find that abdominal VNS was able to

permanently reduce weight loss and/or food intake once such effect was observed 2 to 3

weeks after the onset of stimulation.

In theory the very short duration/high frequency of our pulses were unable to create

action potentials. High frequency alternating current has been investigated as a solution to

modulate vagal activity (Waataja, J. J., Tweden, K. S., & Honda, C. N. "Effects of high-

frequency alternating current on axonal conduction through the vagus nerve." Journal of

Neural Engineering, 8(5), 05601 3 . doi:1 0.1 088/1 741 -2560/8/5/05601 3 , 201 1) . Using 5

kHz current pulses of 90µ duration, Waataja and colleagues were able to block the

conduction of the vagal nerve as demonstrated by the annihilation of the compound action

potential elicited by monophasic pulses applied distally. However, strange behaviour in

excitability at frequencies above 12.5 kHz has been observed according to the same

model (Rattay, F. "High frequency electrostimulation of excitable cells." Journal of

Theoretical Biology, 123 \ ) , 45-54. 1986). This behaviour generating action potential as if

applied to itself has never been tested in experimental practice.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved method and device for

stimulating myelinated and unmyelinated small diameter vagal neurons such as

myelinated A3 fibers and unmyelinated C fibers suitable for implanted stimulator device.

This object is achieved by a method as claimed in claim 1.

To this end, the invention relates to a method for stimulating vagal neurons as

demonstrated by generation of action potentials on these same neurons, wherein

electrical pulse trains are periodically applied to electrodes implanted on the anterior and

posterior vagus nerve at an entrance of a diaphragm, wherein each electrical pulse train is

formed by a plurality of monophasic pulses having a frequency of at least 13.0kHz.

Thanks to the invention, the method allows to effectively activate C fibers and small

diameter A3 fibers while protecting the electrode and the nerve from the water window.

Furthermore, because of the reduced power consumption, this invention is suitable for

implanted stimulator device with preservation of battery life. This invention is primarily

directed towards a cure for eating disorders. Moreover, it is possible to use this invention

in the treatment of chronic visceral pain and others disorders.

According to other advantageous aspects of the invention, the method comprises

one or more of the following features taken alone or according to all technically possible

combinations:



- the pulses of each electrical pulse train have constant amplitudes in a period of

each electrical pulse train;

- the pulses of each electrical pulse train have amplitudes gradually increasing up to

a maximum amplitude in a period of each electrical pulse train;

- the maximum amplitude of the pulses of each electrical pulse train is a constant

current of 10 milliamperes or more;

- the maximum amplitude of the pulses of each electrical pulse train is a tension of

10 volts or more;

- each electrical pulse train has a duration of 1 millisecond;

- each electrical pulse train is applied to myelinated A3 fibers or unmyelinated C

fibers.

The invention also relates to a device for stimulating vagal neurons, the device

comprising:

- a pulse generator adapted to be implanted and to produce electrical pulse trains;

and

- a plurality of electrodes adapted to be implanted on the anterior and posterior

vagus nerve at an entrance of a diaphragm, the electrodes further structurally adapted to

be electrically connectable to the pulse generator for delivering the electrical pulse trains

produced by the pulse generator to the anterior and posterior vagus nerve;

characterized in that the pulse generator generates electrical pulse trains each

formed by a plurality of pulses having a frequency of at least 13.0kHz.

The surgical methodology for implanting the device according to the invention or for

vagus nerve stimulation is well known to one of skill in the art and may follow that

described e.g. by S.A. Reid ("Surgical technique for implantation of the neurocybernetic

prothesis." Epilepsia 3 1 :S38-S39, 1990) for epilepsy treatment. Preferably, the device is

implanted under the left hypochondrium.

The invention will be better understood upon reading of the following description,

which is given solely by way of example and with reference to the appended drawings, in

which:

- Figure 1 is a simplified partial front view of a mammal body and of the implanted

stimulator device for ventral and dorsal vagus stimulation;

- Figure 2 is a schematic timing chart illustrating four types electrical pulse trains

as stimulation schemes;

- Figure 3 is a conceptual diagram indicating an example of applying periodical

electrical pulse trains;



- Figure 4 is a conceptual diagram of an implanted stimulator device for applying

current pulses on the anterior and posterior vagus nerve.

Below, an embodiment of method and device for stimulating myelinated and

unmyelinated small diameter vagal neurons pertaining to the present invention will be

described using Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 .

Figure 1 shows a simplified partial front view of a mammal body and of an

implanted stimulator device for ventral and dorsal vagus stimulation. The implanted

stimulator device performs vagus nerve stimulation by applying electrical pulse trains

periodically to the ventral vagus nerve (which innervates in part the stomach, the liver and

the proximal duodenum) and the dorsal vagus nerve (which innervates in part the

stomach and gets lost in the celiac ganglia). Here, the expression "vagus nerve"

designates the cranial nerve X and its various branches.

Specifically, the implanted stimulator device includes a pulse generator adapted to

produce electrical pulse trains and a plurality of electrodes adapted to be implanted on the

anterior and posterior vagus nerve at an entrance of a diaphragm.

The electrodes are structurally adapted to be electrically connectable to the pulse

generator for delivering the electrical pulse trains produced by the pulse generator to the

anterior and posterior vagus nerve. Each electrical pulse train produced by the pulse

generator is formed by a plurality of pulses having a frequency of 13 kHz or, in a variant,

higher.

The pulses of each electrical pulse train may have constant amplitudes in a period

of each electrical pulse train. Alternatively, the pulses of each electrical pulse train may

have amplitudes gradually increasing up to a peak value (maximum amplitude) in a period

of each electrical pulse train.

Figure 2 shows a schematic timing chart illustrating four types electrical pulse

trains as stimulation schemes. In this case, the entire duration of each electrical pulse

train is 1 mSec as shown in Fig. 2 .

First type of the pulse patterns is a "pulse stimulus" from prior art, being at a high

voltage state during the entire duration of 1 mSec. Second type of the pulse patterns is a

"constant burst stimulus" formed by a plurality of high frequency pulses intermingled with

no stimulation episodes in the period. Third type of the pulse patterns is a "rising burst

stimulus" having amplitudes gradually increasing up to a peak value (maximum amplitude)

in the period. Fourth type of the pulse patterns is a "rising and decay burst stimulus"

having amplitudes increasing up to a peak value (maximum amplitude) and decreasing

toward zero in the period. Rising and decreasing part of the burst can be, but not limited

to, a portion of a sinusoidal, trapezoidal or exponential waveform.



As described in the example later, an experiment was performed by comparing

these four types electrical pulse trains as stimulation schemes. The pulse generator in the

implanted stimulator device as the present invention may produce at least one of the

electrical pulse patterns of the "constant burst stimulus" and the "rising burst stimulus" at a

frequency of 13 kHz or higher. As it will be shown later, the "rising burst stimulus" is the

more efficient for triggering action potentials on small diameter myelinated A3 fibers and

unmyelinated C fibers.

The present invention triggers action potentials on small diameter myelinated A3

fibers and unmyelinated C fibers using large current/voltage monophasic pulses of

extremely short duration to preserve the nerve and electrodes from damage and to allow

stimulation with implanted stimulator. Therefore, the maximum amplitude of the pulses of

each electrical pulse train produced by the pulse generator in the implanted stimulator

device may be a current of 10 milliamperes or more. In this case, the pulse generator is a

current generator, and current signals are applied to the vagus nerves. Alternatively, the

maximum amplitude of the pulses of each electrical pulse train produced by the pulse

generator in the implanted stimulator device may be a tension of 10 volts or more. In this

case, the pulse generator is a voltage generator, and voltage signals are applied to the

vagus nerves. In addition, each electrical pulse train has a period of 1 millisecond in this

embodiment.

Figure 3 shows a schematic timing chart illustrating how the high frequency pulses

might be incorporated into a more complex scheme suitable for chronic vagal stimulation

as described in the PCT application (WO 2009/027425). For example, Fig. 3(a) shows a

"burst rising scheme". Fig. 3(b) shows a "constant Burst scheme" which corresponds to

the "constant Burst stimulus" in Fig. 2 in the case of using a voltage generator with a

maximum amplitude of 10 volts.

As conditions for all three types schemes in the Fig. 2 , on duration of each pulse is

25 µ , and off duration is 50 µ . Therefore, the frequency of the pulses is 13.3 kHz.

Duration of the entire train is 1 mSec. As stated above, the pulse generator in the

implanted stimulator device 20 as the present invention may produce at least one of the

electrical pulse patterns of the "burst rising tension scheme" and the "burst constant

tension scheme" in the Fig. 3 .

Next, the operations of the implanted stimulator device will be described.

Figure 3 shows a conceptual diagram indicating an example of applying periodical

electrical pulse trains by the implanted stimulator device.



The entire 1 mSec pulse train could be followed by a charge recovery period

similar to that often used in classical pulse stimulations. The stimulation by periodical

electrical pulse trains lasts 30 seconds, then non-stimulation period lasts 5 minutes.

In this manner, the implanted stimulator device makes it possible to reduce as much

as possible the amount of energy applied to the nerve while maintaining the triggering of

action potential by these stimulation schemes. Furthermore, the present invention makes

it possible to easily trigger action potentials on small diameter myelinated A3 fibers and

unmyelinated C fibers and preserve the nerve and electrodes from damage by using large

current/voltage monophasic pulses of extremely short duration. Accordingly, the invention

can contribute to a cure for eating disorders. Furthermore, since previous work in a murine

model has demonstrated that vagal stimulation at the sub-diaphragmatic level was able to

modulate visceral pain (Chen et al., 2008), it is possible to use the present invention in the

treatment of chronic visceral pain.

The invention will be further exposed with the following non-limitative example.

EXAMPLE

Methods

Electrophysiological experiments were performed on 5 pigs (32 ± 4 Kg, Large

White). The experimental procedure was conducted in accordance with the current ethical

standards of the European and French legislation (Agreement number A35-622 and

Authorization number 01894). The Ethics Committee validated the procedures described

in this document (R-2012-CHM-03). The experiment consists in recording evoked action

potentials at the cervical level of the left vagal nerve after careful micro-dissection of the

nerve bundle to obtain single action potential. Evoked action potentials are generated by

applying current pulses on cuff electrodes chirurgically implanted on the anterior and

posterior vagus nerve at the entrance of the diaphragm. (Figure 4)

Animals and experimental set-up

The animals were pre-anesthetized with Ketamine (5 mg. kg-1 intramuscularly).

Suppression of the pharyngo-tracheal reflex was obtained by inhalation of halothane (5%

v/v by a face mask) immediately before intubation. A venous cannula was inserted into the

marginal vein of the ear to infuse a mixture of a chloralose (60 mg.kg-1 , Sigma) and

urethane (500 mg.kg-1 , Sigma): the primary aesthetic agent. At the completion of the

thoracic and cervical surgical procedures, the surgical anaesthesia level was maintained

by continuous IV infusion of pentobarbital (20 mg.kg.hr-1 , Sanofi). Motion artefacts were

cancelled by supplemental slow IV bolus injections of D-tubocurarine (0.2 mg.kg-1 ,



Sigma) every two hours. The surgical level of anaesthesia was continuously assessed by

arterial blood pressure measurement obtained from a catheter located in the right carotid

artery. The animals were artificially ventilated by a positive pressure ventilator (Siemens,

SAL 900) connected to the tracheal cannula. SpC0 2 and 0 2 saturation were controlled for

normocapnia and Sap0 2 at 98 % or above using a capnometer connected to the ventilator

and a pulse oxymeter placed on the tail of the animal. Fi0 2 ranged from 30 to 45%. Body

temperature was kept at 38.5 ± 0.5°C by a self-regulating heating element placed under

the animal.

At the end of the experiment, the animals were killed by an overdose of

pentobarbital IV.

Design of stimulating electrodes and vagal placement

The stimulating electrodes consisted in cuff electrodes for a nerve diameter target

of 3.0 ± 0.1 mm. They comprised two pairs of Pt-lr1 0% half circular contacts (4 in total),

short-circuited together to form a bipolar configuration. Each pair of contacts is situated on

both sides of a tube, forming a circumference, and 10 mm distant from the other pair of

contacts. The overall dimension of the tube is 25±0.1 mm to provide the electrode with

proper insulation from the surrounding environment. A 0.1 mm recess from the contacts to

the surface of the nerve is provided to avoid direct interaction between metal and living

tissues. The electrode device is realized by means of overmolding the set of contacts,

using a high consistency rubber silicone of long-term implantable medical grade. The

assembly is armoured with polyester mesh that also serve as fastening the device by

means of clipping.

Both poles of the electrode are output by means of flexible, polyester insulated,

multi-strands, medical grade stainless steel cables embedded in dedicated implantable

grade rubber silicone bilumen tubing.

A surgical access to the mediastinal area was achieved at the level of the 8th

intercostal space while the animal was in right lateral decubitus. The vagal trunks were

dissected over 5 cm as close as possible to the entrance of the diaphragm to by-pass the

interconnections between the dorsal and ventral trunks present posterior to the heart. The

cuff electrodes were placed around both vagal trunks and maintained closed by stiches on

the proximal and distal end of the Dacron covered cuffs. The pressure on the vagus nerve

was selected for an adequate closure of the cuff while maintaining its ability to move up

and down alongside the nerve.

Impedance measurement



At the end of the recording procedure and immediately before euthanasia,

impedance of the stimulating electrodes was recorded according We et M Grill (Wei, X. F.,

& Grill, W . M. "Impedance characteristics of deep brain stimulation electrodes in vitro and

in vivo." Journal of Neural Engineering, 6(4), 046008. doi:1 0.1 088/1 741 -2560/6/4/046008,

2009) using purpose made stimulating and recording device controlled with dedicated

software written under Labview 201 1 (National Instrument, USA). The current stimulator

was able to generate 1ms current pulses from 0.1 to 2.5 mA amplitude and was fully

insulated. The amplifier connected in parallel to the stimulator output consisted in a Nl

USB 621 card and was also isolated from the remaining equipment. A total of 20 pulses

with a amplitude step of 0.1 mA was performed and analysed with a Randies equivalent

circuit with a Warburg impedance negligible. The impedance used for current calculation

in the remaining part of this paper corresponded to the mean value of impedance against

current while the curve was stable (mainly between 1 to 2 mA).

Pulses generation

Pulses generation was performed either in voltage or current configuration.

For voltage configuration, a digital to analogue card (National Instrument, USA)

coupled with a dedicated software writing under Labview 201 1 was used to generate the

pulse pattern together with the synchronised trigger pulse used for data acquisition. Four

pulses patterns could be generated every 2Hz. They are summarized in Figure 2 . The

voltage output of the D/A card was connected to a buffer amplifier adapted for the

impedance of the vagal trunks. The buffer amplifier was insulated from the remaining part

of the electronic circuitry by optocoupling and the power supply was achieved by the

means of rechargeable batteries. The second output of the D/A used to generate the

trigger pulse at the onset the pulse pattern was hocked to the trigger input of the A/D card.

In current configuration, the pulses are generated in 3 different modes: classical

rectangular active pulse with an amplitude and a pulse width of respectively 2.5mA and

1ms ; burst of rectangular pulses, 15mA 50µ pulse width separated by 75µ of high

impedance for a total duration of 1ms ; the same burst but with a one fourth sinus rising

envelope.

Vagal recordings

Electrical activity from single vagal afferent neurons was recorded by classical

neurophysiological methods adapted to the pig. Briefly, the left vagus was made free from

surrounding connective tissue. The skin and cervical muscles were sutured to a metallic

frame to create a pool filled with warm paraffin oil. Monopolar recordings of vagal bundles



were performed after section of the cervical vagus and micro-dissection of its distal end.

Adequate amplification of the signal was provided by a homemade amplifier (gain 50000,

impedance 20 Mohms), placed near the recording electrodes (tungsten, 50 µηι , WPI

USA). After low and high pass filtration (300-6000 Hz), the raw electroneurogram was

stored on a hard drive following Analog to digital conversion at 20 KHz performed using a

build in house software written under Labview 201 1 (National Instruments, USA). Unitary

vagal activity was discriminated off-line using adaptive shape matching criteria.

Recording of evoked potential was performed on the same computer with different

software dedicated to single fibre evoked potential recording. The AD card was set-up in a

double-buffered triggering configuration so that the rising edge of each trigger pulse

generated in synchrony with stimulating pulse was able to launch an acquisition sweep

lasting 500 mSec. The acquisition frequency of this sweep was 40 KHz. The recurrence of

each sweep was 2Hz to avoid collision along the nerve between the stimulation and

recording site (30 cm). This configuration is therefore able to discriminate neurons with

conduction speed well below 1 m/Sec.

Evoked potential was performed on well characterized gastric or duodenal

projecting afferent neurons only. Therefore prior to vagal stimulation, via trials and errors,

we were looking for a neuron included in a nerve bundle that increased significantly its

firing frequency during light distension of either the stomach or the duodenum. To achieve

theses distensions, a mid-line laparotomy was performed prior to nerve dissection in order

to insert inflatable balloons in the stomach and in the duodenum. A double-lumen catheter

(ID 3.5 mm for air injection/retrieval and ID 1.0 mm for pressure sensing) incorporating a

15 cm-long latex balloon was placed in the proximal duodenum immediately after the

pylorus. The oral end of the catheter was transmurally sutured to the gut in order to avoid

movement of the balloon into the stomach. The larger-bore opening was used for air

injection and retrieval, allowing inflation and deflation of the latex balloon. The smaller-

diameter opening was connected to a pressure transducer (PX23, Gould) to record the

static air pressure within the balloon in the absence of artefacts related to the dynamic

pressure changes during inflation and deflation. The same set-up was used for the gastric

balloon made off a one-litter silicon spherical bag. Rapid balloon distension of the

duodenum or the stomach was used to identify mechanosensitive units. This was

achieved by connecting one of each balloon to a compressed air source (750 mmHg)

through a computer-controlled valve until the pressure within the balloon equalled 20

mmHg. Thereafter, the balloon was deflated by computer-controlled connection of the

balloon to a vacuum source (-75 mmHg).



Data analysis

Evoked potential analysis was performed using dedicated software written in the

laboratory under Labview. This software allows following the occurrence or the absence of

action potential in three dimensions: time of occurrence during the sweep, sweep number

and amplitude of the action potential. The conduction speed was automatically calculated

knowing the time of occurrence of the action potential long the sweep and the distance

between the stimulating and recording electrodes.

We found extremely difficult to evaluate the distance between recording and

stimulating electrodes by the means of a necropsy. Therefore, at the end of the

experiment, the animal was placed under a CT (Hi-Speed, GE, USA) to calculate this

distance within a centimetrer resolution. A whole body helicoidal scan was performed from

the last thoracic vertebra up to the head with millimetre thick slice after reconstruction.

The images were transferred to Osirix software (Rosset, Spadola, & Ratib, 2004). A three

dimensional reconstruction was performed from the individual transaxial slices and using

the adequate tool in Osirix, the distance between the stimulation electrodes and the

recording site calculated for each animal.

Results

Identified neurons and area of projection

A total of 15 slow adapting mechanosensitive neurons were identified. Four of

them have their receptor field located in the duodenum while the remaining 11 have their

receptor field located in the stomach. Half adaptation time equalled 4.3 ± 0.08 sec for the

duodenal projecting neurons and 3.2 ± 0.04 sec for the gastric ones. The firing threshold

of the gastric neurons was higher than the duodenal ones: 18 ± 3.1 mmHg vs 20 ± 2.8

mmHg respectively.

Impedance of stimulating electrodes

The impedance of the stimulating electrodes was remarkably stable between

animals: 986 ± 83 Ohms. There was no significant difference between the impedance of

the anterior and posterior vagus nerve. The impedance data were used afterwards for

calculation of the amount of injected electrical charges in voltage stimulation mode.

Voltage pulses

Voltage pulses were tested on two animals only while current pulses were used for

the remaining animals. The voltage threshold to generate an action potential was obtained

by sequential increase in voltage applied in parallel on both electrodes. Conduction speed



was calculated immediately afterwards. The voltage threshold to generate the same

action potential was also calculated for each of the burst type procedure applied at

random. Data are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 : Charges injection threshold for triggering an action potential depending on the

shape of the stimulating pulses. Stimulation is performed in voltage mode. Pulse stimulus

was set to 1 msec, the pulses within the burst are set to 25 µ β on and 50 µ β off and

the entire burst lasted 1 msec. Conduction speed was calculated with pulse type stimulus.

Neuron 2 and 3 were found on the same animal and on the same vagus.

Rising burst stimulus was the most effective method to trigger action potential

irrespective of the nature of the neuron or its conduction speed. The amount of charges

required for activating a neuron was about 1/3 of that observed for classical pulse pattern.

Surprisingly, the rising and decay burst stimulus was almost ineffective to trigger action

potential. Knowing that the shape of the burst as an important issue, we wanted to know

how important was the frequency of each single burst within the pulse. Therefore we

investigate the potency to generate action potential during different combinations of pulse

duration within the burst as well as the duration of the non-stimulation period during the

pulse.

Three pulse durations were tested during the pulse while having the inter-pulse

duration fixed at 50 µ : 25, 80 and 150 µ ending with a stimulation frequency of 13.3,

7.7 and 5.0 KHz respectively. To cancel the changes in charges input, the number of

pulses within the burst was also changed so to have for constant pulse stimulation

scheme a total charge of 0.3 µ /νο ΐι . Therefore the stimulation frequency of 13.3; 7.7

and 5.0 KHz were used for 14; 4 and 2 pulses respectively. While the 13.3 KHz frequency

was able to trigger action potential as indicated in table 1, we were not able to generate

action potential with the other frequency tested irrespective of the tension applied at the

electrode (within the limits of the generator i.e. up to 30 Volts).

Current pulses



Data obtained from current stimulation confirmed those acquired in voltage mode.

The most effective solution for stimulating C or A3 gastric or duodenal afferent neurons

was a rising burst stimulus (Table 2) for pulses lasting 25 µ at a frequency of 13.3 KHz.

Table 2 : Charges injection threshold for triggering an action potential depending on the

shape of the stimulating pulses. Stimulations were performed in current mode.

(-) Unable to trigger action potential at the maximal current supplied by the stimulating

device.



CLAIMS

1. A method for stimulating vagal neurons as demonstrated by generation of action

potentials on these same neurons, wherein electrical pulse trains are periodically applied

to electrodes implanted on the anterior and posterior vagus nerve at an entrance of a

diaphragm, wherein each electrical pulse train is formed by a plurality of monophasic

pulses having a frequency of at least 13.0 kHz.

2 . The method according to Claim 1, wherein the pulses of each electrical pulse train

have constant amplitudes in a period of each electrical pulse train.

3 . The method according to Claim 1, wherein the pulses of each electrical pulse train

have amplitudes gradually increasing up to a maximum amplitude in a period of each

electrical pulse train.

4 . The method according to any of Claims 1 to 3 , wherein the maximum amplitude of

the pulses of each electrical pulse train is a current of 10 milliamperes or more.

5 . The method according to any of Claims 1 to 3 , wherein the maximum amplitude of

the pulses of each electrical pulse train is a tension of 10 volts or more.

6 . The method according to any of Claims 1 to 5 , wherein each electrical pulse train

has a duration of 1 millisecond.

7 . The method according to any of claims 1 to 6 , wherein each electrical pulse train is

applied to myelinated A3 fibers or unmyelinated C fibers.

8 . A device for stimulating vagal neurons, the device comprising:

a pulse generator adapted to produce electrical pulse trains; and

a plurality of electrodes adapted to be implanted on the anterior and posterior

vagus nerve at an entrance of a diaphragm, the electrodes further structurally adapted to

be electrically connectable to the pulse generator for delivering the electrical pulse trains

produced by the pulse generator to the anterior and posterior vagus nerve;

characterized in that the pulse generator generates electrical pulse trains each

formed by a plurality of monophasic pulses having a frequency of at least 13.0kHz.



9 . The device according to Claim 7 , wherein the pulses of each electrical pulse train

have constant amplitudes in a period of each electrical pulse train.

10. The device according to Claim 7 , wherein the pulses of each electrical pulse train

have amplitudes gradually increasing up to a maximum amplitude in a period of each

electrical pulse train.

11. The device according to any of Claims 8 to 10 , wherein the maximum amplitude of

the pulses of each electrical pulse train is a current of 10 milliamperes or more.

12. The device according to any of Claims 7 to 10 , wherein the maximum amplitude of

the pulses of each electrical pulse train is a tension of 10 volts or more.

13. The device according to any of Claims 7 to 1 , wherein each electrical pulse train

has a duration of 1 millisecond.
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